
 County LCAC Meeting Minutes 
APRIL 19, 2019   LOCATION 

MEETING CALLED 
BY 

By Angie Treadwell; LCAC Vise Chair 

CALLED TO ORDER  At 8:30 AM by Angie Treadwell; LCAC Vise Chair 

ADJOURNED At 10: 45 AM by Catie Brenaman; LCAC Vise Chair 

NOTE TAKER Lourdes Reyna Alcala: LCAC Coordinador  

ATTENDEES 

Michelle Aguirre, Amy Ashton-Williams, Erin Bartsch, Catie Brenaman, 
Jaime Crowell, Rebecca Gardner, Juli Gregory, Amy Hendrix, Kistin 
Owen, Lourdes Reyna Alcala, Troy Soenen, Alisha Southwick, Angie 
Treadwell, Amanda Waterland, Jordan Mikel, Trish M.  

Welcome and Introductions: 
Name and “How long have you been attending these meetings and why do you keep 
coming back?” 
  

DISCUSSION Identified Gaps & Recommended Preventive Health Care Practices 

Review of Minutes 
Motioned to approve minutes: Michelle Aguirre  
2nd minutes: Amy Ashton-Williams 
All in Favor 
 
CAC Meeting Review: 
We learned that the CAC’s are all different. They did have more voices from the frontier. 
Gathered some information on other methods such as a Facebook Group and having an 
annual report to share to the group and committee. We are missing people who are only 
consumers. We need to get more consumers to attend. We can do that by engaging with 
them. Consumers are afraid to fill out W9 forms because it could cause them to be over to 
receive things like TANF, OHP, etc. We could think about using gift cards. We could also go 
over the things pertinent to them first and then continue with the meeting. The consumer 
that was here last time wanted to stay the whole time. Catie- We have also talked to 
Policy Council at Head Start and they are interested in these meetings. Angie- We need to 
come up with a plan and have a concrete structure. We should have a process for the 
consumers to receive the incentives. Troy will look into getting gift cards instead of filling 
out the W9. People have success with consumers by having one on one relationships. We 
can all work together and have point people for each location.  
Motion: Angie motions to provide $25 gift cards to consumers that come to our meetings.  
2nd: Rebecca Gardner  
All in Favor  
We could give them a gift card for the first meeting and then have them fill out the W9 for 
the following meetings after they become a member.  We could create a log to show that 
they have received their gift cards. We need to be able to demonstrate where they go. 
Walmart and Safeway gift cards will be purchased. Lourdes and Amy will take care of it. 
We will work on creating a flyer to show our work for last year. We can have something 
promotional and somethings that talks about who we are and our purpose. It is important 



for the community to see what we have been able to accomplish and to show how this 
benefits their consumers. Amy Ashton-Williams mentioned she would be willing to help 
out with the project to create the flyers. We will look at the reports submitted to LCAC to 
pull the information and create one. Catie will also make a LCAC binder count to see who 
needs one. Catie mentioned she will get the information to Amy by May 1st.  They will 
work on creating a mock of different versions.  
 
What are you hearing from the consumers? 
People are being told to stop making so many appointments and that is sending them back 
to the ER. But at the ER they are being told not to go there and go to their providers. St. 
Anthony will not work with clients that need mental health medications. Lifeways does 
like to send low level back to their PCP’s but their PCP’s are not taking them in. Troy will 
follow up on this. These issues are clinic specific.  
 

DISUCSSION  A Look at Incentives 

Catie- We should have a target on specific measures. What are some efforts that we would like to 
do? WIC is putting more efforts in immunizations. Alisha- She mentioned that they just entered 
more immunizations into Alert in April. Moda was able to see what clients were missing those 
records and contact the Health Department. The next report should show an increase in our 
number. We are currently working on developmental screenings. Erin- The biggest thing is going 
to families and making sure they are getting their well child exams. Having the metrics coordinator 
will help out.  
 
EOHLA: 
Handouts were given out in regards to some focus groups that are happening. There are 3 
different focus groups. These are for Spanish speaking or bilingual. There will be stipends and 
childcare as well.  
Angie submitted a proposal for innovation café for the fruits and veggies program and they 
received the approval.  
 
Troy:  
Umatilla- Every 5 years the CCO and public health have to do the community health assessment. 
The purpose is to identify gaps in our community. It is a process of collecting quantitative data. 
Another component is qualitative input. The internal revenue requests them to do theirs every 3 
years. Yellow Hawk has to do theirs as well. We have 5 community health assessments and we 
need to come up with a community health plan. We identified the following: 1. 
Weight/obesity/nutrition 2. Violence and safety 3. Chronic disease prevention/management 
(diabetes, asthma, cancer) 4. Tobacco/dub use 5. Mental health. These are the things we decided 
to put our efforts in. The fruits and veggies program could go into multiple ones. We need to 
collaborate and work together to bring the health assessments together and have a strategized 
plan. There is strong evidence in the data that most of the ones we have selected are still an issue. 
Jaime- There are demographic differences on where violence is increasing and decreasing. Amy 
Ashton-Williams- There are now 2 DA’s that do domestic violence. Now that they have 2 the 
numbers have increased. Rebecca- Calling the hotline is not as effective. The wait time is long. 
Catie- The wait time is improving and they have not gone to 24 hours yet. So people need to call 
the police after hours. They are being rude to the people reporting. Amy- How can we be helpful 
to the agency that is taking these calls. They are their own entity but what can we do locally to 
help out? Troy- The data may change but if we don’t’ know the local situation of what is going on 
than it may not be as helpful. We are part of the problem. Things got busy and we dropped the 



ball. There is a meeting next week in regards to community health assessment priorities. We have 
to add a couple of things that they are changing. They are requiring us to focus on housing. We 
have a lot to think about. We need to think on how we can work with that. We have to have a 
better focus on health equity. We need to have a better number of consumers. When we are 
having conversations we need to focus on the community plan. If you are planning on attending 
and you have more data bring it with you. Fill out the 5 priorities as a group not as individual. 
Jaime- Will resend the form. We have the items identified, we need to think of what we are doing 
already and what we need to do. We may also want to look at which ones we want to tackle and 
focus on maybe only 3. Alisha- They have done a health equity within their organization. Amy- We 
do more than treat people. We are doing health equity every day. Housing is a huge challenge. 
There is a cycle of crises because of that issue. Julie- We have done 3 assessments. There are 
multiple things that we can issue. Troy- We need to come with some mechanisms where people 
can share information so that we can come up with an approval on what we would like to focus 
on. Catie- We can do a survey monkey so that we can vote on them and move forward. Moving 
forward we need to ask how it impacts health equity and the social determinace. We also need to 
track things better. If we are going to do things better, we need to start it right now and have a 
better streamed line process. We can collaborate and make a better process. Julie - We need to 
start thinking of the next one and cut down on the questions. We need to approve our community 
health plan in the next meeting.  

DISUCSSION  Around the Room 

If your organization would like to be trained on how to use narcan and would like narcan 
email contact Amy Ashton-Willialms. 
 
Fund raiser on 27th for CASA if you would like tickets to attend contact Lourdes and Catie. 
They are $40.  
 
 
 

ACTION ITEMS 
PERSON 
RESPONSIBLE 

DEADLINE 

 Follow up on gift cards Troy  

 Send LCAC data to Amy Ashton-Williams Catie May 1st  

 Create a log to track gift cards Lourdes/Amy H.  
 

 
Next meeting scheduled for  

May 17, 2019 
 at CHI St Anthony’s Hospital 

 
  


